Success Systems Presents

Attention: Smart agents and brokers who want to AT LEAST Double their business in the
next 12 months…and blast past the competition to grab as many listings as you can
handle.
You work way too hard not to be rewarded for all the blood, sweat, and tears you pour into being a great agent.
Yes, you love what you do. You care about your clients. You give great hand-holding service. You get excited
helping families settle into their new home.
But unfortunately, you’re spending way too much of your precious time on the time-sucking ‘busy’ work of your
business.
You feel like a you’re on a never-ending hamster wheel, giving it all you’ve got, sweating your tail off, and playing
catch-up as the multitude of ‘to-do’s’ keep piling up.
Plus, with shrinking inventory and stiffer competition, you find yourself putting in more hours and DOING MORE
than ever before…just to keep your head above water.
With an ever-changing market and mind-boggling technologies bombarding you at every turn, it’s no wonder you
feel buried in a relentless ocean of overwhelm and confusion.

All these things are the enemy of a thriving, robust, fun, and lucrative business.
What if there was an easier way to grow your business?
What if you could eliminate all the ‘time sucking’ tasks and activities from your day so you can focus on what
you’re passionate about?
What if you could snap your fingers and get your real estate business running like a sleek, smooth, and speedy
bullet train…and your passengers were more clients, more income, and more freedom?
Now you can!

At “ReCharge LIVE” You’ll Discover How To Grab the Lion’s
Share of the Listings, Explode Your Commissions,
and Put Your Entire Business on Autopilot Quickly & Easily
Believe it or not, all it takes is some ‘tweaking’ to turn your business from stale and stagnating into a virtual cash
machine.
ReCharge LIVE is designed to get you on the fast track to success…no matter where you are in your business
or career.
You’ll get EVERYTHING you need to take your life and career to a whole new level.
Whether you’re a beginner, a veteran, or a top producer, you’ll get all the ‘what’s working now’ tools,
techniques, and secrets from the country’s most successful speakers, coaches, and trainers…

Your ReCharge Dream Team:
The Most Successful Real Estate
Authorities and Experts in the Country



Sign Up Today and re

CHARGE Your Real Estate Business

Today Only $397 Plus Bring a Guest For FREE!

It’s rare to get this caliber of real estate experts in one room, ready to share with you their greatest resultsproducing strategies.They’ve done it. They’ve achieved it. And they’re going to show YOU how it’s done.
Each of these experts is there for YOU, committed to giving you the content and personal access you crave and
demand.
This event was specifically created to help you…


Double your income in 12 months or less…no matter where you are right now



Automate your business instantly



Blast through the competition fast and furious



Create a lucrative “Freedom Lifestyle” for you and your family



Sign unlimited listings using this new ground-breaking system



Turn your database into a goldmine using this one simple trick



Answer all your questions with the “Super-Agent Discussion Panel”



Charge what you’re worth…and get it every time



Get you to effortlessly CLOSE like a pro



Eliminate all time-sucking activities once and for all



Leverage today’s ultra-technology for maximum impact



Recognize ‘unseen’ market opportunity and seize it immediately



Skyrocket your productivity AND save you time



Turbo charge your income quickly and easily



Autopilot your business…so ‘it’ works instead of you



Create a lucrative “Freedom Lifestyle” for you and your family

At ReCharge LIVE, you’ll get face-to-face time with some of the nation’s hottest and highest producing agents
and coaches… where you can pump them for their best secrets, tips, and techniques that you can implement
right away.

Get ‘What’s Working Now’ Proven
Strategies For Your Business
Here’s just a taste of what you can expect when you come to ReCharge LIVE:


Step by Step blueprint to DOUBLE your business in 12 months or less



How to TRIPLE your lead conversions instantly



NEVER discount your commission ever again using this single technique



Where to find untapped inventory that the competition never dreamed of



Proprietary Listing Systems guaranteed to explode your inventory



PROVEN ‘secret’ tactic for making more money per transaction



Sure-fire strategy for unloading ALL your ‘time-sucking’ calls & emails for pennies on the dollar



Who, When, and How to Hire…so you don’t waste time and money



Skyrocket your productivity and efficiency in just 9 days flat



How to SIMPLIFY today’s mind-boggling technology to streamline your business



Eliminate the competition using this ninja master plan



How to create raving fans who will enthusiastically refer you in a heartbeat



“Ultimate Freedom Lifestyle” guide to get you working less and making more



How to create and manifest your ‘Utopian’ lifestyle



Super Success Secrets of the top producing agents



How to finally end living ‘listing to listing’



Life changing “6-Point Prospecting System” that leaves your competition in the dust



Word for Word revolutionary “Overcoming Objections” scripts



Jedi “Mastering Your Presentation” training…so you never lose another client



Secret Keys to Becoming the “Go-To” agent in your market



Personal ‘Business Booster’ Sessions to get you rocking right out of the gate



“Brain Pick a Pro” Networking Opps



How to be the ‘go-to’ agent in your market…every time



How Top Producing agents THINK DIFFERENT than all other agents



Must-have business technologies that save you HOURS of time and money



Add HOURS to your week by organizing your time and activities for lean-machine productivity



Add THOUSANDS in revenue to your bottom line with this one simple strategy



Proven lead sources for both buyers and sellers



Ideal program offers for your buyers and sellers…to get them begging you to work with them



‘Out-of the Box’ listing presentation that works EVERY time



Build ‘instant rapport’ so sellers feel 100% confident you’re THE agent to list with



How to position yourself as the AUTHORITY and EXPERT in your market



Blow Trulia and Zillow out of the water when it comes to competition and pricing



How to completely eliminate competing with ‘flat fee brokers’…and have your sellers running to you



Slash your client phone time and wasteful ‘babysitting’…and have them THRILLED to be working with you



How to close your prospect on the spot…and skyrocket your conversions



Why the CMA is DEAD…and how to use these simple tools to crush the competition and secure a slamdunk listing



And Tons More…

Get Consistent, Predictable Income

Isn’t that what it’s all about? Waking up in the morning knowing that the money’s coming in without fretting,
sweating, and worrying when your next closing or commission check is coming?
That’s why you’re going to experience hands-on clinics that take you through the steps of the critical incomegeneratingactivities you need to put in place…so that your business runs on autopilot.
Completely REMOVE YOUR PHYSICAL SELF from the time-sucking day to day minutiae that drains and
exhausts you.
So as a special bonus, you get to participate in our High Level…


Business Planning Clinic



“What’s Working NOW” Panel



Prospecting Clinic



SuperStars Panel



Live Q&A Super Session



“Double Your Business” Hotseat

Each Super-Star Speaker and Trainer will share with you their never-before-revealed ‘crown jewels’ for
maximizing your income… listings… technology… mindset… and systems.



Sign Up Today and re

CHARGE Your Real Estate Business

Today Only $397 Plus Bring a Guest For FREE!

Recharge is 2 jam-packed days of Engaging, Interactive, and High Octane…


Strategies



Networking



One-on-One’s



Role Playing



and Training

…created especially to help you blast your way to massive success.
You’ll walk away from this event with exclusive ‘top secret materials’ to catapult you to #1 in your market…and
beyond.
But don’t take my word for it.
Hear what others have to say about what’s in store for you…

Here Are Some More Success Stories…

Rocket Your Way to Stellar Success
Recharge LIVE is The ‘Must Attend’ Event of the Year.
You’ll gain an ‘insider’s advantage’ over all other agents and brokers in your market.

You’ll get total access to the ‘best of the best’ speakers, coaches, content, and rock star agents in the country…
And a whole new arsenal of unmatched PROVEN STRATEGIES guaranteed to transform your real estate
business at lightning speed.
So what would expect to pay for a live event that promises to take you and your business to a place you never
imagined, even in your wildest dreams? $1997? $1497? $997?
Just so you know what you’re investing in, this is not a pitch-fest event where all the speakers talk for 45 minutes
and then launch into 30 minutes of selling you something.
This is a CONTENT event tailored and customized to get you shining like a diamond in your market, in your
business, and in your life.
I’m going to make this a no-brainer for you.
Right now, during this Early Bird offering, you can attend ReCharge LIVE for just $397.
That’s it. Only $397 when you register today. PLUS, you get to bring a partner or associate for FREE!
$397 gets you AND a partner tickets to this one of a kind, one-time-only event.



Sign Up Today and re
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Today Only $397 Plus Bring a Guest For FREE!

Can’t wait to meet you personally in Dallas!
Hoss Pratt
PS: If you’re thinking of not attending because you can get recordings of the event, I’m sorry to say that it won’t
be possible.
The event will be recorded, but it’s only available to attendees. And attendees will be signing a waiver not to sell,
distribute, or copy the content in any way, shape, or form.
The reason is simple: The content is proprietary. And I believe that to truly value something in life, there must be
a fair exchange.
By coming to ReCharge LIVE, you demonstrate your passion for excellence. And that’s what juices and excites
every one of the speakers and trainers you’ll meet.
Your passionate, hungry presence means we WANT to give you everything we’ve got.
Don’t you want to be surrounded by like-minded people ready to give their all and play and participate full out?
Now, that being said, I need to be totally transparent with you and issue these words of caution…
WARNING: This event is not for everyone.
If you’re someone who waits for life to happen to them, please DO NOT attend. You’ll be wasting your time and
money.
If you’re happy where you’re at and have no need to grow or take your business to untold heights, please stay at
home.

If you’re a naysayer and believe that no matter what you do or try is ever going to change your situation,
PLEASE do not attend.
ReCharge LIVE is for serious real estate professionals who are looking to…


Gain a massive edge over the competition



Take a quantum jump in income



Run their business on autopilot



Take full advantage and control of the latest technology



Implement sure-fire systems that work while you sleep



Live a lifestyle where you’re not captive to your JOB

That’s it then. If you’re ready to stand out from the rest of the 97% of agents who are just ‘getting by,’ get to
ReCharge LIVE…
And LEAP to the front of the line in your market.
Make an impact. Make a difference in your life…and in the lives of others.
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